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his army and sent Stonewall Jackson around the
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On May 2, Lee again divided

to attack

the right.

Jackson
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up the Union flank, but the day ended tragically
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That night
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in July 1861, as shattered Union troops streamed

accidentally

back into the Washington

later at Guiney's Station on the R.F. & P. Railroad.
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from

the

Battle of First Manassas. The second thrust,

shot by his own men. He died 8 days
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the Peninsula between the James and the York
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ended with the Seven Days' Battles before Rich-
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his small army
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FREDERICKSBURG
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15-16,
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at-
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dug in. After
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CHANCELLORSVILLE

larly at the Bloody Angle, Grant again realized he
Joseph Hookertook

command of the Army of the

Potomac in January 1863. He moved in April. On

could not smash through

the 27th he left a holding force across the Rap-
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pahannock

Cold Harbor operations

from

the bulkofhisarmy
and turn eastward
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up the northern

and marched
bank to cross
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Again he
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April 1865. A week later, Lee surrendered.

ABOUT YOUR VISIT
A visitor center with a museum is in Fredericksburg on U.S. 1 at the foot
Another

visitor

center

Chancellorsville
Fredericksburg

of Marye's

BaUlefield

illustrated

is on the

10m iles west of

on Va. 3. Uniformed

interpreters

are at both places to give information
tionsThe

Heights.

and museum

handbook

and direc-

and an auto tour

guideon salethere will add greatly to your understanding

of the fighting.

ADMINISTRATION
Fredericksburg
tary

and Spotsylvania

Park is administered

Service,

U.S. Department

National

Mili-

by the National

Park

of the

Interior.

The

Park covers 3,672 acres and includes parts ofthe
four

baUlefields.

All are within

Fredericksburg.

Two outlying

are the historic

Salem Church

Stonewall Jackson Memorial
Station

of

building

and the

Shrine at Guiney's

(now Guinea, Va.), the house in which

Lee's famous lieutenant
The National

died.

Park System, of which this park is

a unit, is dedicated
torical,

17 miles

points of interest

natural.

to conserving

and recreational

United States for the benefit

the great hisplaces of the

and enjoyment

of

all the people.
A superintendent,
Fredericksburg,

whose

charge of the park.
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